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Results

152
We recorded EEG and pupillometry while participants (n = 25; 19-31 years old) 153 performed an auditory pitch discrimination task. On each trial participants were 154 presented with one tone, taken from a set of seven pure tones (increasing pitch from 155 tone 1 through tone 7), and had to decide whether that tone was rather high or low Critically, by means of a real-time closed-loop algorithm (see Fig. 1 2018a) and a custom real-time algorithm (Fig. 1) . Source projection of localizer data 171 which were used to construct the subject-specific spatial filters revealed 172 predominantly auditory cortical regions ( Fig. 2A) Again, all binning for illustrational purposes only. ***P < .0001, **P < .005, *P < .05 presented tones and elevated sensory-evoked gamma power (Fig. 4) . Additionally, primarily exert an additive influence on neural gain (Fig. 6B, top) and LC-NE activity 649 and arousal impact neural gain in a multiplicative fashion (Fig. 6B, bottom) . hence to improved response criteria (Fig. 6B, left were decomposed into independent components using EEGLAB's runica algorithm.
811
Visual inspection of topographies, time courses, power spectra, and fitted dipoles 812 (dipfit extension) was used to reject artefactual components representing eye blinks, 813 lateral eye movements, heart rate, muscle and electrode noise. Third, raw, un-814 processed data were loaded, previously detected noisy channels were removed and 815 data were re-referenced to the average of all channels. ICA weights of non-artefactual 816 components were applied to those data before excluded channels were interpolated.
817
Finally, ICA-cleaned data were band-pass filtered between .5 and 100 Hz using a zero- to repeat all analyses of sensory-evoked activity and behaviour. Precisely, mixed 848
